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Laminar flow of a viaco-elastio fluid, cheracterised by three ooeffioients, through radtangular 
channel under the influence of exponential pressure gradient has been investigated. TVpo interest- 
ing cases have been discussed and analytical expressioae have been obtained for the fluid velooity. 
Liquids such. as th.jck oils, pastes, paints, colloidal solntions and polymer sol~tions 
like polybutyleno solutions are highly viscous. Their behaviour cannot be described by 
the classical hydrodynamic stress-strain velocity relations. Generalising the stress-strain 
velocity relations of classical hydrodynamics, the rheological behaviour of the 
non-Newtonian liquids has been studied by Rivlinl and Rienerz. This generalisation 
affected the linearity of the usual stress-strain velocity relations. The attention of the 
authors3.6, in the field of fluid-dynamics, has been diverted towards the non-linear character 
of stress-strain velocity relations of non-Newtonian fluids. Visco-elastic fluids are pzirti- 
cular c las~ of non-Newtonian fluids which exhibit appreciable elastic behaviour and stress- 
strain velocity relations are time dependent. Many authors7-13 have studied the bahaviour 
of different visco-elastic fluids. Longilois & Rivlinu have studied the steady state flow 
of visco-elastic fluids through non-circular tubes, Rivlin6 has di~~ussed some exact solu- 
tions of visoo-elastic fluid flows. Jones & Waltersg-10 have investigated the oscillatory 
motion of visoo-elastic liquid, characterised by three coefficients, between two coaxial 
circular cylinders and concentric spheres. In view of such an interest in the subject, h the 
present paper, the laminar flow of a visco-elastic fluid specified by three coefficients, one 
coefficient of viscosity and two relaxation time constants, through rectangular channel 
under the influence of exponential pressure gradient is investigated. Two interesting oases 
have been discussed and analytical expressions for fluid velocity have been obtained. 
E Q U A T I O N S  O F  M O T I O N  
The equations of motion together with stress-&rain velocity relations of visco-elastio 
f l ~ i d P * ~ o  are given by 
T i j  = -p9f ;  +- Ttj i  (1) 
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where ~ @ f  and ~ ' ' j  denote the stress and deviatoric stress tonsors v; (i=I, 2, 3) the oom- 
ponents of velmity, g'j are c03ravariant components of metric tensor, e~ the strain rate 
of deformation tensor, Ax and A2 are relaxation time constants (A, 2 4 2 0), p 
doefficient of viscosity, p the pressure and p the fluid density. 
Operating (1 + Al 2) on the equation of motion (4) and using equation (1) and (2) 
one obtains 
F O R U U L A T I O N  O F  T H E  P R O B L E M  
We shall investigate the flow of a visco-elastic fluid, described above, through a r a t -  
angular channel whose cross section is (%-a2) ( y P d a )  = 0, under the influam of 
exponential pressure gradient. Choosing axis of the . channel along z-axis, ,the 
components of velocity are given by 
9 = 0 Q, = 0 v, = w ((5, g, t )  
- 
(7) 
Using the above relations, the equation of motion (6) can be expressed as 
where v is the kinematic coefficient of viscosity. 
- - 
2 
1 From equations (8) to (lo), it follows that - (5) is 8 function of t bnly. since 
P 
we b v e  assumed the pressure gradient is exponential, we can write 
. 
1 a~ -m"t 
--
-= a e  
P a* 
whore a and rn are real constants. 
- 
Baa : ZamEtuv %W of Fluia ThFangfi Channel 7B 
In view of the equdioa (11) we -&xi' expres ' 
" a  
A% 
(3, y, $1 = f ($8 y) e * (12) 
Using relations (11) and (12) ipi equation (10) one obtaiw the folIosvhg e q d i o a  
asf aY 
- + - + @ ( f  +a/ma) = O  - 
a." ayB (13) 
m (1 - dll vrd)) 
where Qax - 
u' (I-%&') 
The problem is solved if we obtain the solution, of the differential equation, aubject to 
the following boundary conditions : 
f ( 3 9 , ? k ) = O  , (14) 
- f (., &b)  = 0 , (15) 
Since there is no slip of tha fluid particles at the walls of the o h ~ d ,  the boundary 
conditions (15) can be satisfied by taking 
The remaining boundary conditions (14), then becomes 
F(f  a) = O  (17) 
Using the relation (16) in (13) and taking 
9, we obtain - 
0 
dBE" -p? F =.- 4Qa a ( - 
ZF- rnau (%a + 1) (18) 
where PI= = (% + *a, Q2 4bP; 
r. 
The solution of the differential equation, (18) is given by 
- ,  F (3) = A cosh p, x -/- 3 h h  pi x + w-tx ( - I )*  
ma up? (% + '1) (19) 
Vsiq the boundary oomlitions (17) ip (19), a .  we ihd  thqt 
We shell now discuss two interesting cases of ve 
Case ( I )  
When I Sd I is vary small we can write- pl 
Therefore, the expression (21) simplifies to ' 
I----...---r 
cash  rn 166% u @ , ( ( I (% Y) = 1 - 2b + 1) ny ~2 n* (h + 1IS 2% + 1 va eosh - 2b 2b 
(22) 
' 
From relation (121, it follows that 
-mY or, 
16b2 a 522 e ( - w ($9 Y, t )  = 
0 wsh '.SQ 26 
cb8 (%+ 1) 26 'Y . (23) , 
which is the velocity of the fluid in. the p~asent ease. 
Ca8e (2) . 8 
When I J )  I is very large writing p12 = - pi2, the solution of the differential equa- 
tion (18) can be =pressed as 
- 
P(X) = A ' c o s p ~ x  + R 1 8 @ p i x  + 4Q2 N ( - l ) n + l  
PnaR f 1) (24) , '.. 
/ 
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b 
M here A' and B' are constants to be detemined subject to"the - boundary v conditions (17). 
b 
Using the boundary conditions (171, one obtaias 
. "  
A' = W a ( - 1). 
ma TI p i 2  (k $- 1) cos p i  o (26) 
B' = 0 t 
On ushg equation (26) in (24) we obtain 
\ 
I? (x )  = - 
n22 a (26) 
0 
From equations (16) and (26), it follows that 
For very large values of 1 52 1 , we can write z A2, Therefore the expression (27) 
simplifies to 
cos 52% 
-- 1 ) 00s (2% + 1) 3 f ( $ 2 ~ )  = (28 I 2h 
0 
Using relation (28) in (12), we get 
-mat oo 
4a e (- 1 cos 52% w (x,  y, t )  = - 
?n2 a 2 ( 2 %  + 1) (TGZG - I )  cos ( 2  + wy (29) 
0 
2b 
which determines the fluid velocity in the present case.. 
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